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1. Oracle UCMConnector
The Coveo beta connector for Oracle UCM systems is introduced with Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) version 6.5.
The connector allows to index the Content Server from one or more Oracle UCM servers, integrating that content
into the CES unified index, and making it easily searchable by users. Oracle UCM Content Server is an automated
system for sharing, managing, and distributing business information using a website as a common access point.

Note: Oracle rebranded the Oracle Universal Content Management (UCM) product to Oracle WebCenter Content
Core Capabilities.

1.1 Features
The following details the features available in the Oracle UCM connector:

Content Indexing

The connector can retrieve and index exclusively the following default document types from Oracle UCM:

l Any type of binary documents stored on the Content Server

l Discussions associated to documents

Security

The permissions in CES use the same security model as Oracle UCM. The model is based on user access
granted through Oracle UCM accounts, roles and security groups. Coveo users can search for any document to
which they are granted access in Oracle UCM.

Limitations

l This connector does not support incremental refresh (but does include scheduled source refresh).

l For external authorization, only Microsoft Active Directory is supported.

l For external authorization using Active Directory, Credential Maps are not supported.

l Access Control List (ACL) security is not supported (see the Oracle topic Access Control List Security).

l Attachments are not supported.

What'sNext?

Review the connector deployment process (see "Oracle UCM Connector Deployment Overview" on page 2).
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2. Oracle UCMConnector Deployment Overview
The following procedure outlines the steps needed to deploy the Oracle UCM connector. The steps indicate the
order in which you must perform key CES configurations. When needed, the step refers to a detailed procedure.

1. Validate that your environment meets the requirements (see "Oracle UCM Connector Requirements" on page
3).

2. On your Oracle UCM server:

a. Allow access for the Coveo connector to the Oracle UCM server.

You must configure the Oracle UCM server to grant direct access from the Coveo server (see "Configuring
Oracle UCM to Allow Access from the Coveo Server" on page 4).

b. Create a dedicated crawling user on the Oracle UCM server.

You must create a user with the same roles as the legacy sysadmin user that the crawler will use to
access your Oracle UCM content (see "Creating an Oracle UCM Crawling Account" on page 7).

3. On your Coveo server:

a. Configure the user identity.

The Coveo connector needs to know the credentials of the Oracle UCM crawling account that you created
(see "Adding a User Identity" on page 11).

b. Configure the security provider.

The Coveo connector needs to resolve mappings between users and groups from the Oracle UCM system
and Microsoft Active Directory (see "Configuring an Oracle UCM Security Provider" on page 13).

c. Configure and index the Oracle UCM source.

The Coveo connector needs to know details about the Oracle UCM system to be able to index its content
(see "Configuring and Indexing an Oracle UCM Source" on page 18).

d. Optionally, create and use a custom mapping file.

Create a custom mapping file only when you want to modify the default mapping of metadata retrieved
from Oracle UCM documents (see "About the Oracle UCM Mapping File" on page 23).

What'sNext?

Review the connector requirements (see "Oracle UCM Connector Requirements" on page 3).
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3. Oracle UCMConnector Requirements
Your environment must meet the following requirements to be able to use the Coveo connector for Oracle UCM
systems:

l Coveo license for the Oracle UCM connector

Your Coveo license must include support for the Oracle UCM connector to be able to use this connector.

l Oracle UCM version 10r3 or 11g

The connector was developed and tested with both versions of Oracle UCM.

l Oracle UCM using either Local Authorization or External Authorization bound to Microsoft Active Directory

While Oracle UCM does support External Authorization from any type of LDAP repository, the Oracle UCM
connector only supports Microsoft Active Directory. When this is not the case, you can however manually map
permissions (see "Configuring and Indexing an Oracle UCM Source" on page 18).

What'sNext?

Configure the account used by CES to crawl the Oracle UCM content (see "Adding a User Identity" on page 11).
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4. Configuring Oracle UCM to Allow Access from the Coveo
Server
The Coveo connector requires direct access to the Oracle UCM Content Server to be able to crawl its content. You
must ensure that Oracle UCM is allowing traffic from the IP address of the Coveo server.

To verify if theOracleUCM configuration allows connection from theCoveo server

1. Log in to your Oracle UCM Content Server using an account with full access privileges.

2. In Oracle Content Server:

a. In the navigation panel on the left, in the Administration section click Configuration for [Your_Oracle_
UCM_instance].

b. In the panel on the right, under System Configuration, click Server Configuration to expand the server
configuration information.

c. Verify that the Server IP Filter key name contains either *.*.*.* or the IP address of the Coveo Master
server.

If it is not the case, use one of the following procedures to modify this parameter.
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To configureOracleUCM10g to allow access from theCoveo server

1. Using an administrator account, connect to the Oracle UCM server.

2. Start the System Properties Oracle UCM utility:

a. On the Windows Start menu, select All Programs > Oracle Content Server > [idc] > Utilities > System
Properties, where [idc] is the name of your Oracle UCM instance.

OR

b. Double-click the [DomainHome]\bin\SystemProperties.exe file.

3. In the System Properties utility:

a. Select the Server tab.

b. In IP Address Filter, either add *.*.*.* to allow connections to the Oracle UCM server from any
IP addresses or add the specific IP address of the Coveo Master server.

c. Click OK.
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To configureOracleUCM11g to allow access from theCoveo server

1. Using an administrator account, connect to the Oracle UCM server.

2. Using a text editor:

a. Open the [DomainHome]\ucm\cs\config\config.cfg file.

Example: C:\Oracle\Middleware\user_
projects\domains\MySite\ucm\cs\config\config.cfg

b. Edit the SocketHostAddressSecurityFilter parameter to either include *.*.*.* to allow connections
to the Oracle UCM server from any IP addresses or include the specific IP address of the Coveo Master
server.

Example: SocketHostAddressSecurityFilter=*.*.*.*|0.0.0.0.0.0.0.1

c. Save the file.

What'sNext?

Create a dedicated crawling account (see "Creating an Oracle UCM Crawling Account" on page 7).
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5. Creating anOracle UCMCrawling Account
The Coveo connector for Oracle UCM needs an account that has full access to your Oracle UCM server to be able
to crawl and index your content.

Starting with Oracle UCM version 11g, the sysadmin account password is randomly defined by the installer and
you no longer can change it using the User Admin applet. While the password could be changed directly in the
database following a tedious procedure, using the sysadmin account as the crawling account is no longer a good
option.

A better practice is simply to create an account for the exclusive use of the Coveo connector. This account must be
a member of the same roles and have the same account permissions as the sysadmin account.

To create a dedicatedOracleUCMcrawling account

1. Open the Oracle Content Server, by default using a URL in the http://
[YourOracleUCMServer]:16200/cs form.

Note: The Java JRE plugin must be installed in your browser.

2. In the navigation panel on the left, expand Administration, and then select Admin Applets.

3. In the main panel, click User Admin.

4. In the User Admin dialog box, in the Users tab, select the sysadmin user, and then click Add Similar.
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5. In the Add User dialog box:

a. In the Info tab, enter the mandatory Name and Password parameters, optionally filling the other
parameters.
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b. In the Roles tab, ensure that the admin and sysmanager roles are assigned.

c. In the Accounts tab, ensure that [all accounts] is assigned.
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d. Click OK.

What'sNext?

Create a user identity that holds the credentials of this Oracle UCM crawling account (see "Adding a User Identity"
on page 11).
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6. Adding a User Identity
A user identity is a set of credentials for a given repository or system that you enter once in CES and can then
associate with one or more sources or security providers.

A user identity typically holds the credentials of an account that has read access to all the repository items that you
want to index. It is a best practice to create an account to be used exclusively by the Coveo processes and for which
the password does not change. If the password of this account changes in the repository, you must also change it in
the CES user identity.

To add a user identity

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. In the Administration Tool, select Configuration > Security.

3. In the navigation panel on the left, click User Identities.

4. In the User Identities page, click Add.

5. In the Modify User Identity page:

a. In the Name box, enter a name of your choice to describe the account that you selected or created in the
repository to allow CES to access the repository.

Note: This name appears only in the Coveo Administration Tool, in the Authentication or User Identity
drop-down lists, when you respectively define a source or a security provider.

b. In the User box, enter the username for the account that you selected or created to crawl the repository
content that you want to index.

c. In the Password box, enter the password for the account.

d. In the Options section, the Support basic authentication check box is deprecated and not applicable for
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most types of repositories. You should select it only when you need to allow CES to send the username
and password as unencrypted text.

e. Click Save.

Important:When you use Firefox to access the Administration Tool and it proposes to remember the
password for the user identity that you just created, select to never remember the password for this site to
prevent issues with automatic filling of username and password fields within the Coveo Administration
Tool.
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7. Configuring anOracle UCMSecurity Provider
A security provider is required to properly set Oracle UCM Content Server documents permissions on Coveo
search results.

Notes:

l As specified in the requirements (see "Oracle UCM Connector Requirements" on page 3), only local Oracle
UCM permissions and external authorization using Microsoft Active Directory are supported by the Oracle
UCM connector. If this is not the case in your Oracle UCM environment, do not perform the following
procedure. Your alternative is to set permissions manually on the source .

l You can get familiar with how Coveo components deal with permissions on documents both at indexing and
query time.

To configure anOracleUCMsecurity provider

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Configuration > Security.

3. In the Security page, in the navigation panel on the left, click Security Providers.

4. In the Security Providers page, click Add to create a new security provider.

5. In the Modify Security Provider page:
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a. Configure the following required parameters:

Name

Choose a significant name to identify the security provider.
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Security Provider Type

In the drop-down list, selectOracle UCM (x64).

User Identity

Select the Oracle UCM user identity that you created previously.

Active Directory Security Provider

Select Active Directory or a custom Active Directory security provider that you created for a specific
domain.

UCM Server Url

The address of the Oracle UCM Content Server web site. This should be the same address as the one
specified when you configure the source for the connector (see "Configuring and Indexing an Oracle
UCM Source" on page 18). Enter the URL in the following format:

http://[ucm-host]/[idc]

where you replace [ucm-host] by the actual Oracle UCM server host name and [idc] by the name
of the UCM instance to index.

b. Review the default value for the following optional parameters:

UCM Server Port

The listening port of the Oracle UCM Content Server. The default value is 4444.

UCM Settings Life Time

To improve performance, Oracle UCM role and account membership information is cached by the
security provider. This parameter sets the time intervals between cache updates. The default value is 5
minutes.

c. When you use Oracle UCM external Active Directory permissions, include the following required
parameters:

Using Active Directory Security

Select the check box to instruct this security provider to use UCM Active Directory permissions.

Important: For all LDAP URLs, you must enter the LDAP keywords (LDAP, OU, DC...) in uppercase.

Users LDAP Search Root

In the box, enter the Active Directory (AD) root location where Oracle UCM users are located. This
parameter must be specified in LDAP format and must contain a valid domain naming context.

Example: LDAP://OU=UCM,DC=acme,DC=com"

Role LDAP Search Root

In the box, enter the Active Directory (AD) root location where Oracle UCM roles are located. This
parameter must be specified in LDAP format.
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While not required, you can specify a depth in the LDAP tree by adding brackets at the end of the
LDAP string. When not specified, a depth of zero is assumed resulting in only AD groups within the
specified AD being considered as Oracle UCM roles.

Example: LDAP://OU=UCM Roles,OU=UCM[1]

Accounts LDAP Search Root

The Active Directory (AD) root location where Oracle UCM accounts are located. This parameter must
be specified in LDAP format. While not required, you can specify a depth in the LDAP tree by adding
brackets at the end of the LDAP string. When not specified, a depth of zero is assumed resulting in only
AD groups within the specified AD being considered as Oracle UCM accounts.

Example: LDAP://OU=UCM Accounts,OU=UCM[2]

d. When you use Oracle UCM external Active Directory permissions, you can also specify the following
optional parameters:

Role LDAP Search Filters

In the box, enter the LDAP filter to apply to Active Directory (AD) groups when searching for Oracle
UCM roles in the location specified by the Role LDAP Search Root parameter. No filter is defined by
default.

Example: (role_filter=value*)

Role Name Prefix

In the box, enter the prefix used for Active Directory groups that represent Oracle UCM roles. If the
prefix is found within the group name, only the right part is considered. No prefix is defined by default.

Example:With $RoleXYZ an Oracle UCM role can be $RoleXYZ.

Account LDAP Search Filters

In the box, enter the LDAP filter to apply to Active Directory groups when searching for Oracle
UCM accounts in the location specified by the Account LDAP Search Root parameter. No filter is
defined by default.

Example: (!(account_filter=value*))

Accounts Permission Delimiter

In the box, enter the delimiter used to optionally specify, in an Active Directory group name, the
permission levels of the associated Oracle UCM account. If the delimiter is found within the group
name, only the left part is considered. The default value is "_".

Example:With _, an Oracle UCM account can be AccountABC_rw.

Accounts Name Prefix

In the box, enter the prefix used for Active Directory groups that represent Oracle UCM accounts. If the
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prefix is found within the group name, only the right part is considered. The default value is @.

Example:With @, an Oracle UCM account can be @AccountABC.

Default Network Account

In the box, enter the default network account.

AD User Name

In the box, enter the username of the Windows user identity used to connect to Active Directory. When
none is specified, the identity of the process running CES is used to connect to Active Directory. No
username is defined by default.

AD User Password

In the box, enter the password of the Windows user identity used to connect to Active Directory. When
none is specified, the identity of the process running CES is used to connect to Active Directory. No
password is defined by default.

e. In the Parameters section, in rare cases the Coveo Support could instruct you to click Add Parameters to
specify other security provider parameter names and values that could help to troubleshoot security
provider issues.

f. Leave the Allow Complex Identities option cleared as it does not apply to this type of security provider.

6. Click Apply Changes.

What'sNext?

Configure and index the Oracle UCM source (see "Configuring and Indexing an Oracle UCM Source" on page 18).
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8. Configuring and Indexing anOracle UCMSource
A source defines a set of configuration parameters for a specific Oracle UCM server.

Note: In an environment with more than one Oracle UCM server, you need to define one source for each Oracle
UCM server that you want to index.

To configure and index anOracleUCMsource

1. On the Coveo server, access the Administration Tool.

2. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

3. In the Collections section:

a. Select an existing collection in which you want to add the new source.

OR

b. Click Add to create a new collection.

4. In the Sources section, click Add.

The Add Source page that appears is organized in three sections.

5. In the General Settings section of the Add Source page:
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a. Enter the appropriate value for the following required parameters:

Name

A descriptive name of your choice for the connector source.

Example: Corporate Oracle UCM

Source Type

The connector used by this source. In this case, selectOracle UCM.

Addresses

The address of the Oracle UCM Content Server Website. This should be the same address that you
entered for the ServerUrl parameter in the security provider (see "Configuring an Oracle UCM Security
Provider" on page 13). Enter the address in the form:

http://[ucm-host]/[idc]

where you replace [ucm-host] by the actual Oracle UCM server host name and [idc] by the name
of the UCM instance to index.

Refresh Schedule

Time interval at which the index is automatically refreshed to keep the index content up-to-date. By
default, the Every day option instructs CES to refresh the source everyday at 12 AM.

Because incremental refresh is not available for the Oracle UCM connector, ensure to select an
appropriate source refresh schedule, as this is the only mechanism that ensures that the index content
is kept up-to-date.

Notes:

l A refresh does not detect that an item needs to be re-indexed when only its metadata changes
because the item itself has not been checked in.

l You can create new or modify existing source refresh schedules.

b. Review the value for the following parameters that often do not need to be modified:

Rating

Change this value only when you want to globally change the ranking associated with all items in this
source relative to the rating of other sources.

Example: If this source was for a legacy system, you may want to set this parameter to Low, so that in
the search interface, results from this source appear later in the list compared to those from other
sources.

Document Types

If you created a custom document type set for this source, select it. Otherwise, select Default.
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Active Languages

If you defined custom active language sets, ensure to select the most appropriate for this source.

Fields

If you defined custom field sets, ensure to select the most appropriate for this source.

6. In the Specific Connector Parameters & Options section of the Add Source page:

a. When you chose to customize how metadata is set on the CES documents using a mapping file, in the
Mapping File box, enter the full path of your valid mapping file (see "About the Oracle UCM Mapping File"
on page 23). When this parameter is empty, the connector uses a generic mapping file.

Example: C:\CES7\UCM\Mapping.config

b. Review the default values for the following parameters: 

Number of Refresh Threads

The number of simultaneous connections established with the Oracle UCM Content Server by the
connector. Increasing this value may improve source refresh speed but puts more load on the Oracle
UCM Content Server.

Content Server Port

The port used by the Oracle UCM Content Server.

Note: This value can be found by logging in the UCM Content Server and going to the
Configuration >  Server Configurations page. The default value for the Content Server port is 4444
and should not be mistaken with the Web Server port, which is usually 80 or 8080.

c. In the Parameters section, in rare cases the Coveo Support can instruct you to click Add Parameter to
enter the name and value of hidden parameters that can help in troubleshooting issues.

d. In the Option section, the state of check boxes generally does not need to be changed:
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Index Subfolders

Check to index all subfolders below the specified starting addresses.

Index the document's metadata

When selected, CES indexes all the document metadata, even metadata that are not associated with a
field. The orphan metadata are added to the body of the document so that they can be searched using
free text queries.

When cleared (default), only the values of system and custom fields that have the Free Text Queries
attribute selected will be searchable without using a field query.

Example: A document has two metadata:

l LastEditedBy containing the value Hector Smith

l Department containing the value RH

In CES, the custom field CorpDepartment is bound to the metadata Department and its Free Text
Queries attribute is selected.

When the Index the document's metadata option is cleared, searching for RH returns the document
because a field is indexing this value. Searching for hector does not return the document because
no field is indexing this value.

When the Index the document's metadata option is selected, searching for hector also returns the
document because CES indexed orphan metadata.

Document's addresses are case-sensitive

Leave the check box cleared. This parameter needs to be checked only in rare cases for case sensitive
systems in which distinct documents may have the same file name but with different casing.

Generate a cached HTML version of indexed documents

When you select this check box (recommended), at indexing time CES creates HTML versions of
indexed documents and saves them in the unified index. In the search interfaces, users can then more
rapidly review the content by clicking the Quick View link to open the HTML version of the item rather
than opening the original document with the original application.

Consider clearing this check box only if you do not want to use Quick View links or to save resources
when building the source.

Open results with cached version

Leave this check box cleared (recommended) so that in the search interfaces, the main search result
link opens the original document with the original application. Consider selecting this check box only
when you do not want users to be able to open the original document but only see the HTML version of
the document as a Quick View. When this option is selected, you must also select the Generate a
cached HTML version of indexed documents check box.

7. In the Security section of the Add Source page:
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a. In the Security Provider drop-down list, select the Oracle UCM security provider that you created for a this
source (see "Configuring an Oracle UCM Security Provider" on page 13).

b. In the Authentication drop-down list, select the Oracle UCM user identity that you created for this source.

c. Click Save to save the source configuration. Do not start indexing this source yet.

8. In the navigation panel on the left, click General.

9. In the General page, modify the Title Selection Sequence so that the Use the filename option is the first option
at the top of the list.

10. In the navigation panel on the left, click Permissions.

11. In the Permissions page:

a. From the Permissions options:

l Select Use a Security Provider, and then choose from the drop-down menu the security provider that
you created for this source (see "Configuring an Oracle UCM Security Provider" on page 13).

OR

i. Select the Specify the security permissions to index option when your Oracle UCM system uses
External Authorization from a repository other than Microsoft Active Directory to manually specify the
permissions that will be set on documents from this source.

ii. In the Allowed Users and Denied Users boxes, respectively enter the allowed and denied users and
groups for the source.

b. Click Apply Changes.

12. When you are ready to start indexing the Oracle UCM source, click Start.

13. In the navigation panel on the left, click Status, and then validate that the indexing proceeds without errors.
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9. About the Oracle UCMMapping File
The Oracle UCM mapping file is an XML formatted text file used by Coveo Enterprise Search (CES) to map
metadata retrieved from an Oracle UCM document to CES fields.

The following mapping file code contains the default mappings used by the Oracle UCM connector.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<OracleUCMMapping>
<Mapping type="Document">
<Fields>
<Filename>%[dOriginalName]</Filename>
<Title>%[dDocTitle]</Title>
<ClickableUri>%[coveo_url]</ClickableUri>
<ModifiedDateUtc>%[coveo_lastModifiedDate]</ModifiedDateUtc>
<CustomFields>
<CustomField name="sysauthor">%[dDocAuthor]</CustomField>
<CustomField name="sysconversationsubject">%[coveo_conversation_topic]</CustomField>
<CustomField name="sysconversationsubjectid">%[coveo_conversation_hash]</CustomField>

</CustomFields>
</Fields>

</Mapping>
<Mapping type="Discussion">
<Fields>
<Filename>%[dOriginalName]</Filename>
<Title>%[dDocTitle]</Title>
<ClickableUri>%[coveo_url]</ClickableUri>
<ModifiedDateUtc>%[coveo_lastModifiedDate]</ModifiedDateUtc>
<CustomFields>
<CustomField name="sysauthor">%[dDocAuthor]</CustomField>

</CustomFields>
</Fields>

</Mapping>
<Mapping type="DiscussionMessage">
<Fields>
<Title>%[itemTitle]</Title>
<Body>%[itemValue]</Body>
<ClickableUri>%[coveo_url]</ClickableUri>
<ModifiedDateUtc>%[coveo_lastModifiedDate]</ModifiedDateUtc>
<CustomFields>
<CustomField name="sysauthor">%[itemAuthor]</CustomField>
<CustomField name="sysconversationsubject">%[coveo_conversation_topic]</CustomField>
<CustomField name="sysconversationsubjectid">%[coveo_conversation_hash]</CustomField>

</CustomFields>
</Fields>

</Mapping>
</OracleUCMMapping>

In the mapping file, a Mapping entry associates a type of document indexed by CES with an Oracle UCM document
type. These mappings are then used by the connector as directives to know which metadata from the UCM
document must be assigned to which field (such as the Title) of the CES document. By editing this mapping file, it is
possible to customize how the CES search results will be displayed to the end-user.

A custom mapping file is only required when you want to modify the default behavior of the Oracle UCM connector.

To create and use a custommapping file

1. Using an administrator account, connect to the Coveo Master server.

2. Using a text editor:
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a. Use the content of the default mapping file as a starting point.

b. While respecting the format of the mapping file, adapt the content of the mapping file to implement the
desired custom mapping.

c. Save the file under the [Index_Path] folder using a subfolder and a filename of your choice.

Example: C:\CES7\UCM\Mapping.config

3. Access the Administration Tool, and then associate the mapping file to the desired Oracle UCM source:

a. Select Index > Sources and Collections.

b. In the Collections section, select the collection containing the source to which you want to add the
mapping file.

c. In the Sources section, select the source to which you want to add the mapping file.

d. In the navigation panel on the left, click General.

e. In the General page for the Oracle UCM source, for the Mapping File parameter, enter the full path to your
custom mapping file.

f. Click Apply Changes.
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